We determine in a closed form all scalar one-point functions of the defect CFT dual to the D3-D5 probe brane system with k units of flux which amounts to calculating the overlap between a Bethe eigenstate of the integrable SO(6) spin chain and a certain matrix product state of bond dimension k. In particular, we show that the matrix product state is annihilated by all the parity odd charges of the spin chain which has recently been suggested as the criterion for such a state to correspond to an integrable initial state. Finally, we discuss the properties of the analogous matrix product state for the SO(5) symmetric D3-D7 probe brane set-up.
Introduction
Matrix product states continue to make their appearance in yet more diverse problems in theoretical physics. In a series of recent works matrix product states were used to obtain a convenient reformulation of the problem of calculating one-point functions in certain defect versions of N = 4 SYM [1, 2, 3, 4] . More precisely, the tree-level one-point functions of the defect CFT could be expressed as the overlap between a matrix product state and a Bethe eigenstate of an integrable spin chain. By a matrix product state we understand a state of the form
where the e i take values among the basis vectors in an appropriate Hilbert space and the A j are matrices of size d × d where d is the bond dimension. Matrix product states can be considered a special class of initial states for quantum quenches in integrable lattice models and have been studied from this perspective f.inst. in [5, 6] . In this connection the object of interest is simply the overlap between the given initial state and the Bethe eigenstates of the integrable system as these quantities provide input for the study of the relaxation properties of the system after a quench. A number of overlap formulas have appeared for the case of the XXZ Heisenberg spin chain. In [7] formulas for the overlap between a Bethe eigenstate and respectively the Néel state, the dimer state and the q-deformed dimer state were derived. Later it was shown that these formulas could be expressed in terms of determinants built out of Bethe roots [8, 9] and the result was generalized to the m'th raised version of the Néel state [10] . The Néel state, the dimer state and the q-deformed dimer state are all examples of so-called two-site product states, i.e. states of even length which can be built by tensoring identical two-site states. Recently, an expression for the overlap between any such two-site product state and a Bethe eigenstate of the XXZ spin chain was presented [11] . The study of one-point functions of non-protected operators in the defect version of N = 4 SYM dual to the D3-D5 probe brane system with k units of background gauge field flux has sparked the derivation of overlap formulas involving matrix product states. An example of a matrix product state which is of relevance for these considerations is the following state of the SU(2) or Heisenberg XXX spin chain
where t 1 and t 2 belong to a set of three k × k matrices t i which constitute a k-dimensional unitary, irreducible representation of su(2), in particular
In [1] a closed expression of determinant type was found for the overlap between the matrix product state given in eqn. (2) for k = 2 and a Bethe eigenstate of the SU(2) spin chain. The result could be proved by relating the matrix product state via cohomology to the Néel state or one of its raised versions [1, 2] , see also [12, 6] for alternative proofs. Furthermore, from the k = 2 result the result for general k could be derived by recursion [2] . A first step in the direction of generalizing the results to integrable spin chains for which the Bethe equations involve nesting was taken in [3] where the overlap formula between a Bethe eigenstate of the SU(3) Heisenberg spin chain and the generalization of the matrix product state (2) for k = 2 was found. This formula will be reproduced as a special case below where we present an overlap formula involving the Bethe eigenstates of the integrable SO(6) spin chain, which has two levels of nesting, and a specific type of matrix product state, encoding the information about all scalar one-point functions of the D3-D5 probe brane set-up for any value of the flux k. The discovery of the above mentioned series of exact overlap formulas naturally leads to speculations about what precisely characterises the corresponding initial states or, stated differently, if for integrable lattice models there exists a certain subset of initial states which in some sense are integrable. Reference [6] proposes an integrability criterion applicable to models such as integrable spin chains which can be solved by the algebraic Bethe ansatz. Assume that the transfer matrix of the model has been constructed in such a way that the encoded local conserved charges all have a specific parity. Then the proposal states that a given initial state is integrable if it is annihilated by all the odd charges of the model. The proposal is inspired by the classical work on continuum 2D field theories [13] in which a field theory with a boundary is said to be integrable if an infinite subset of the constants of motion of the original theory are still conserved when a boundary Hamiltonian is added. All the earlier mentioned initial states for which a closed overlap formula has been found fulfill the proposed criterion for integrability but the proposal does not come with any information about the form of the overlap formula or with a strategy for how to obtain it. The criterion, however, is easy to apply and we shall show that indeed the initial states for which we find below a closed overlap formula do fulfill it as well.
We begin in section 2 by briefly describing the defect version of N = 4 SYM dual to the D3-D5 probe brane system with flux as well as the strategy for computing its tree-level one-point functions using matrix product states. We shall be brief and refer to [14] for details. Subsequently, we demonstrate in section 3 that the matrix product state capturing the complete set of scalar one-point functions of this defect CFT fulfills the integrability criterion put forward in [6] . In section 4 we present a closed expression of determinant form for all tree-level scalar one-point functions of the defect CFT, valid for any value of the flux parameter k. Section 5 contains a discussion of one-point functions and matrix product states for another defect CFT, generated by holography from a D3-D7 probe brane system hosting a non-trivial instanton number. Finally, section 6 contains our conclusion.
One Point Functions and Matrix Product States
Holographic dualities relating probe brane systems and defect conformal field theories can be engineered using the KarchRandall construction [15] . The defect versions of N = 4 SYM which we shall consider in this letter are all obtained in this way [16, 17, 18] . We will mainly be concerned with the defect CFT which is dual to the D3-D5 probe brane system where the D5 probe has geometry AdS 4 × S 2 and where k units of gauge field flux is carried by the S 2 [19, 18] . This defect CFT consists of N = 4 SYM with different ranks of the gauge group on the two sides of a co-dimension one defect placed at, say, x 3 = 0. This difference in rank is achieved by assigning to three of the six scalar fields of N = 4 SYM a non-vanishing and space-time dependent vacuum expectation value on one side of the defect. More precisely, for x 3 > 0
For x 3 < 0 the classical fields (which are matrices of size
The gauge group is hence (broken) SU(N) for x 3 > 0 and SU(N − k) for x 3 < 0. The t matrices form the k-dimensional representation of the su(2) algebra (3). At one-loop level the scalars of N = 4 SYM constitute a closed sector and the good conformal single trace operators can be characterized as being Bethe eigenstates of the integrable SO(6) spin chain with Lax matrix [20] 
where P is the permutation operator and K the trace operator. For this description it is useful to combine the real scalar fields into complex ones in the following way
With these definitions one can identify the closed SU(2) subsector as a sector built from two (non-conjugate) complex fields, say X and Y, and the SU(3) sub-sector as the sector built from three complex fields X, Y and Z. For these sub-sectors, the corresponding Lax operators do not contain the trace operator. Already at tree level some of the conformal operators acquire a non-vanishing one-point function, obtained by replacing the constituent fields by their classical values. The one-point functions take the form characteristic of a defect CFT [21] 
where ∆ denotes the conformal dimension of the operator in question which in the present case is equal to the number, L, of constituent fields of the operator. The constant C can conveniently be expressed via the overlap between the relevant Bethe eigenstate and a matrix product state which in the basis of real fields takes the form
where obviously the bond dimension is equal to k, the dimension of the representation for the vevs of the scalar fields. In more precise terms
The pre-factor ensures the canonical normalization of the twopoint functions of N = 4 SYM, λ is the 't Hooft coupling constant and |Ψ the Bethe eigenstate. We refer to the Les Houches lectures [14] for more details of the set-up.
Matrix Product States and Conserved Charges
As mentioned above, reference [6] proposes that a matrix product state can be characterized as integrable if it is annihilated by all the charges which are odd under parity. In the following we will show that the matrix product state (10) fulfills this criterion. Let σ be the parity operation
Furthermore, let t(ν) be the transfer matrix of the SO(6) spin chain constructed using the Lax operator in eqn. (6) , ensuring that all charges have a definite parity. Then the criterion for integrability is equivalent to the following condition [6] σt(v)σ|MPS = t(v)|MPS .
Expressing the transfer matrix as a product of Lax operators (6) and following the idea of [2] , it is easy to show that the action of the transfer matrix on the matrix product state (10) can be expressed as
where the τ's are 6k × 6k matrices that take the form
It can then be demonstrated (cf. Appendix A) that there exists a similarity transformation U such that the τ-matrices behave exactly as the t-matrices under transposition, i.e.
Now it is straightforward to prove (13)
where we used cyclicity of the trace to cancel the similarity transformation U.
All Scalar One-point Functions of the D3-D5 Set-up
Determining the tree-level one-point functions of the conformal operators of the defect CFT dual to the D3-D5 probe brane system with flux amounts to evaluating the overlap between the eigenstates of the integrable SO(6) spin chain and an appropriate matrix product state. In order to be able to identify the various sub-sectors in a straightforward manner it is convenient to work in the basis of complex fields as explained in section 2. This implies that the basis vectors e i of the matrix product state (1) are to be identified with the six complex fields appearing in eqns. (7) and (8) and the matrices A i with the corresponding classical values for these fields.
The Bethe eigenstates which diagonalize the transfer matrix of the SO(6) spin chain are characterized by three sets of Bethe roots
which must fulfill the nested Bethe equations
where L denotes the length of the chain. Given the Bethe roots the eigenstate can be constructed using for instance the recipe in [22] . By construction, a Bethe eigenstate is an eigenstate of all the local charges of the spin chain and it is easy to see that a Bethe state can only have a non-vanishing overlap with the matrix product state if its eigenvalue under the action of any of the odd charges is equal to zero. Furthermore, one can argue that the number of momentum carrying roots, M, must be even. These two facts in combination imply that the momentum carrying roots must come in pairs ±u i . 1 As shown in [3] this again implies that the auxiliary roots must fulfill that {ν
Thus, if N ± is even the auxiliary roots ν ± must likewise come in pairs with opposite signs. If N + or N − is odd the corresponding set of roots must contain a single root of value zero in addition to the set of paired roots [3] .
The experience from the study of one-point functions in the SU(2) sub-sector [1, 2] and the SU(3) sub-sector in the special case k = 2 [3] has shown that overlap formulas are likely to be expressible in terms of a few building blocks, namely the Baxter polynomials and the norm matrix of the model in question. It turns out that by use of exactly this type of building blocks one can write down for the full scalar SO(6) sub-sector a closed expression for the tree-level one-point functions which works for all cases that can be tested with the available computer power.
In order to describe the one-point function we define the standard Baxter Q-functions
as well as the reduced Baxter Q-functions
where we omit the zero roots in the product. Furthermore, we introduce the norm matrix, G, of the SO(6) spin chain
where I, J = 1, . . . , M + N + + N − and φ is the norm function obtained by taking the logarithm of the right hand side of the Bethe equations (19) . More precisely, φ I is defined so that the equations (19) take the form 1 = e iφ I . Due to the pair structure of the Bethe root configurations the determinant of the norm matrix factorizes in the same way as it was the case for the SU(2) and the SU(3) sub-sectors [8, 3] , i.e.
In terms of these building blocks we can write the one-point functions of the SO(6) sector compactly as
where
. (25) The result (24) contains as special cases all the one-point functions of the SU(2) sub-sector as well as of the SU(3) subsector. To reduce to one of these smaller sub-sectors one simply has to set equal to one the Baxter polynomials referring to roots which are not excited for the given sub-sector. Furthermore, one has to ignore the corresponding entries of the norm matrix.
To be specific one finds in the SU(3) case (discarding the roots v
. (27) This result generalizes the result found in [3] for the case k = 2 to the case of any k. For SU(2) the quantity T n (x) which appears in the relation for the one-point functions can be identified as the transfer matrix of the SU(2) Heisenberg spin chain in the n + 1 dimensional representation. We note, however, that T n (x) and T n (x) appearing in (27) and (25) can not be identified as a transfer matrix of the corresponding spin chains. Their interpretation constitutes an important open question.
The result (24) can be proven in the case of (L, 2, 1, 1) states. Moreover it has been checked numerically for the SO (6) states with (L, M, N + , N − ) = (4, 4, 2, 2), (6, 4, 2, 2), (5, 4, 2, 1), (7, 4, 2, 1), (7, 6, 3, 2) and (6, 6, 3, 3) , for k = 2, . . . , 6. The validity of (26) has been checked numerically for SU(3) states with (L, M, N + ) = (8, 4, 2), (9, 4, 1), (10, 4, 2) , (12, 6, 2) , (13, 6, 3) , (12, 8, 4) , (14, 8, 4) and (16, 8, 4) for all k = 2, . . . , 6. Checking the most involved case necessitates a summation over 10 12 terms. The agreement was perfect in all cases.
The D3-D7 Set-up
There exists another interesting probe brane set-up whose features are very similar to those of the D3-D5 brane set-up studied so far. This is the D3-D7 probe brane system where the probe D7 brane has geometry AdS 4 × S 4 and where the background gauge field has a non-vanishing flux through the S 4 [18] . The field theory dual is again a defect version of N = 4 SYM where a co-dimension one defect separates two regions of space-time differing by having unequal vevs for the scalar fields and consequently, in the same way as before, different dimensions of the gauge group. Assuming again the defect to be placed at x 3 = 0 the classical fields take the values [18] 
whereas they vanish for x 3 < 0. Here, the G i are matrices whose commutators generate a d G -dimensional irreducible representation of so (5) . Such matrices can be constructed starting from the four-dimensional gamma matrices [24] . Again, one-point functions can be written as an overlap between Bethe eigenstates and a matrix product state
Using the symmetry properties of the G-matrices it was shown in [4] that only operators with the following quantum numbers can have non-vanishing one-point functions
While a closed formula for the non-vanishing one-point functions of the D3-D7 set-up has so far evaded discovery, one can show that the matrix product state (28) fulfills the integrability criterion (13) put forward in [6] . The strategy of the proof is the same as for the D3-D5 case, cf. section 3. The action of the Lax operator on the G-matrices will generate some matrices Γ that, up to a similarity transformation, have the same transposition properties as the original G-matrices, i.e.
The proof of (13) for the D3-D7 set-up is then a copy of (17) .
(For simplicity, we leave out the precise expression for the similarity transformation.) Given that the D3-D7 MPS fulfills the integrability criterion put forward in [6] it would be important for the applicability of the criterion that a closed expression would exist for the overlap with the Bethe eigenstates and we consider the continued search for such a formula an important endeavour.
Discussion and Conclusion
The fact that a closed formula of determinant form could be found for the complete set of scalar one-point functions of the D3-D5 probe brane set-up, reproducing all available data, justifies characterizing this one-point function problem as integrable. An understanding of this apparent integrability in terms of scattering theory is, however, lacking. Ideally, one would like to describe the matrix product state as an integrable boundary state corresponding to some reflection matrix. Reference [6] proposes a criterion for a given initial state to be integrable and devises a way to obtain the corresponding reflection matrix in the well-studied case of the XXZ spin chain which does not involve nesting. Obtaining a reflection matrix encoding the properties of the matrix product state (10) of the SO(6) spin chain and being compatible with integrability constitutes an important open problem. Having at hand such a reflection matrix should make it possible to prove the determinant formula for the overlap (24) by generalizing the strategy of [7, 12] . One could then also dream of extending the study of higher loop integrability of one-point functions which was initiated for the SU(2) sector in [25, 26, 27] .
A clue to progress could be a better understanding of the quantities T k−1 (0) and T k−1 (0) appearing in the overlap formulas (24) and (26) . In the case of the SU(2) spin chain the corresponding quantity could be identified as the transfer matrix of the k'th dimensional representation. In the nested case the T k−1 (0) and T k−1 (0) might also be related to transfer matrices in higher representations f.inst. via some kind of projection.
Another way of making progress could be to try to address the problem from the string theory side. So far, in the string theory language only one-point functions of chiral primaries have been calculated [28, 29, 2] and the treatment of non-protected operators constitutes another interesting open problem.
Finally, as mentioned above, we consider the continued scrutiny of the one-point functions of the D3-D7 probe brane set-up [4] an important step in completing the picture of integrability in relation to one-point functions and matrix product states.
